
SENTRY Q& A: DOES THE SENTRY HAVE A ROGUE GALLERY?

He actually has one and it's quite interesting as well. 

Before we get into the rogue gallery itself, the very first opponent 
Sentry has ever faced should be mentioned at first, because there is 
interesting context to that fight as well:

BLUE BUFFOON:
Sentry's very first fight was against the Blue Buffoon, a clown with a 
blue suit. The Blue Buffoon robbed a bank and the Sentry (before he 
created his suit) stopped him:
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The interesting part is that the Sentry used to draw the Blue Buffoon 
as a child:
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It is confirmed by his bio, that the Blue Buffoon was the first form the 
Void has ever shapeshifted into:
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So with the Void being Sentry's very first opponent and overall his 
most fierce one, he should get the top spot in his rogue gallery.

====================================

THE VOID
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Catch Phrase: The Angel of Death / Beast of Impossible Shadow / 
Monster of Antithesis
First Appearance: Sentry V1 #1
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Powers: Molecule Manipulation

The Void has many of the same powers as the Sentry: super strength, 
super speed, invulnerability, flight, regeneration and immortality. 
They're all a side-effect of actual main power, which is molecule 
manipulation. 

However, the Void does use certain abilities, which the Sentry doesn't 
necessarily use. The best example, which is also the least prominent 
one is an instance, where the Void gave a young mother untreatable 
breast cancer, because the Sentry healed a young girl from her 
vegetative state. 
Void also changes his form often. He had many different appearances 
throughout the years, ranging from a shadowy figure in a coat to 
building-sized monsters, which makes it clear that the Void can alter 
his size, which is something we haven't seen the Sentry doing to such 
an extent. 

For the longest time the Void was the only one using infi-tendrils of 
darkness, which were intangible and capable of empathically 
assaulting every opponent. That is without a doubt one of Void's most 
powerful abilities, but the Sentry has recently used the same ability in 
Uncanny Avengers, which means that it's not exclusive to the Void. 

Another difference is that the Void passivly absorbs anti-matter in the 
Negative Zone and becomes stronger that way, while the Sentry 
becomes less and less powerful in there. The opposite is the case for 
solar radiation, which makes Sentry stronger.
That again is an indicator for the limits Sentry's mind sets up for him. 
A stable minded Sentry should in theory be able to absorb anti-matter 
as well, because he is already doing it as the Void, which would then 
make him more powerful. And the same can be said for all kinds of 
energy. 

Bio: The Void was the personality that manifested first, when Robert 
Reynolds drank the enhanced version of the super-soldier-serum. In 
order to balance the dark creature out Robert became the Sentry and 
pushed the Void aside. 
From that point on the Void appeared as a separate entity every now 
and then and caused chaos and destruction all over the world, while 
the Sentry was trying to stop him. 
The Void's actions were various in scale. Sometimes he was robbing a 
bank and sometimes, he was killing people, animals and overall truly 
showing how malevolent the human nature can be. One can assume 



that the scale of his actions was on the same level as the scale of 
Sentry's most recent heroics. If Sentry healed someone, Void harmed 
someone. If Sentry saved someones life, the Void took a life. Because 
of that they engaged in many battles. 

During one of these battles the stakes were as high as they could ever 
be. The Sentry got the better of the Void after a brutal fight and tossed
him into the Sun. The Void however promised that he would return.

The Sentry was growing ill from all the responsibility he had. He 
started falling apart mentally and these were the moments, where the 
Void started coming but, but this time he didn't have to manifest as a 
separate entity. With the Sentry becoming weaker he had the chance 
to take over his body and that's what he did from that point on. He 
was becoming the more powerful entity at that point.
The madness got to a point, where Sentry joined the Dark Avengers 
and was manipulated by Norman Osborn aka the Green Goblin. That 
crazy relationship ended in Osborn and his goons attacking Asgard. 
The Sentry also participated in that fight, but at that point he was not 
in control anymore at all. The Void completely took over at that point 
and caused insane chaos and destruction. He killed two gods and took 
down Asgard. During a brief moment, where the Avengers managed to
fight him off Robert took over again, realized what the Void had done 
and asked to be killed. He was holding the Void back, while the 
Avengers killed him and flew him into the Sun, where his corpse burnt 
down to a single atom.

From that atom however the Sentry started regenerating, while the 
Void was trying to take over again. Sentry was fighting back and let 
himself burn down, only to regenerate back again. 
After years of that cycle the Void got bored of it and supposedly left 
Sentry's mind. 
Sentry's body then got pulled out of the Sun by the Apocalypse Twins 
and affected by a Celestial's Death Seed. 
Recently Sentry has stated that the Void went to the White Hot Room, 
which is the dimension the Phoenix and its hosts reside.

====================================

THE GENERAL
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Catch Phrase: The Crazed General
First Appearance: Sentry & X-Men

Powers: Mental Manipulation, Genius Level Intelligence, Master 
Engineer

The Sentry warned the Hulk about the General's ability to influence 
minds. The General used his ability to make allies in the Negative 
Zone, which were serving him in the end as his own, private army. 

The General is also a genius in his own right, who can create all kinds 
of miniaturized, but very dangerous and useful gadgets.
The gadgets are all based on themes of war like soldiers and assorted 
battlecrafts like helicopters, jets and tanks.
Some of these gadgets can emit blasts powerful enough to shoot even 
the Sentry from the battlefield. The General's intelligence is being 
underlined yet again, when he sends specific gadgets after specific X-
Men in order to take them out effectivly: tanks with heat rays were 
used on Iceman to negate his ice powers, while tanks with sound 
blasters were used on Jean Grey to mess with her concentration and 
negate her telekinesis. Cyclops has been taken out by helicopters, 
which attacked his eyes with acid rays.

Additionally to that the General has gadgets, with which he can 
generate force fields. 

Bio: The General was creating gadgets for the military, before he went
crazy. From that point on he was mostly trying to take over the world, 
or at least destroy parts of it, which he didn't like (mainly France, 
because the General is Francophobe = he really, really hates France). 

At one point the General was trying to destroy France with a couple of 
nuclear bombs. Sentry and the X-Men confronted him, but when the 
General told them that he had already fired the nuclear bombs the 
Sentry flew away in order to stop them. The General used his 
miniaturized gadget-army in order to take the X-Men out in seconds 
with little to no effort. Sentry managed to defuse all of the bombs but 
one mid air, which the General manually activated. The Sentry 
however survived the nuclear explosion and flew back, where Angel 
already managed to overcome his fears and do what was needed in 
order to stop the General.
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The next time we saw the General he somehow subdued and captured 
the Sentry. He hired Mastermind to create illusions, who forced the 
Sentry to erase the memories of all the people on the planet, including
the General and the Sentry himself. Sentry being forgotten yet again 
was a good enough victory for the General, even if he forgot about him
as well. 

Sentry's memories started coming back again, because subconsciously
he didn't want to be forgotten. Later on he learned about the General's
new location, which was in the Negative Zone. The General knew that 
Sentry's powers were fading in the Negative Zone, which is why he 
retreated there.
Sentry and the Hulk went to the Negative Zone and faced the General 
and his army. During the chaos of the fight the Void emerged and 
killed the General.

====================================

XENIAC
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Catch Phrase: None
First Appearance: Sentry V2 #2

Powers: Super Strength, Invulnerability, Force Field, High Tech Mace

Xeniac's powers have not been established at all. He may or may not 
have super strength and invulnerability. However, these two abilities 
are the typical standard for brutes and Xeniac certainly looks like a 
brute. He might have more powers though.

During his one appearance he had a force field around him and he was
wielding a weapon, which looked like a high tech mace, which may or 
may not have specific properties. 

Bio: Xeniac appeared only briefly during Sentry's second mini. He was 
on a rampage, when the Sentry engaged him in a fight. Xeniac was 
glad for the opportunity to attack the Sentry, stating that the Factious 
Five have been preparing for a long time for the moment of his death. 
Sentry defeated Xeniac, who then told the Sentry that he knew about 
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his wife and that he would be dead before he even got back home. 
Sentry warned him that if he ever dared to even think about harming 
Lindy, he would show him the true meaning of pain.
Xeniac has not appeared since that encounter and is either on the 
loose, captured somewhere or in the Negative Zone, where Sentry 
used to throw his enemies in to protect the Earth from them. 

NOTE: Xeniac is a member of the Factious Five, which is a group of 
villains, who are trying to take the Sentry down with combined efforts.
Basically like the Spider-Man and the Sinister Six.

====================================

DANNY BOY
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Catch Phrase: Brutal Beast of Begorra
First Appearance: Sentry V2 #3

Powers: Super Strength, Invulnerability

Danny Boy's power set is extremely unestablished and as for now he 
seems to be a simple brawler. His power set most likely includes super 
strength and invulnerability, since he was fighting the Sentry and the 
Hulk. 

Bio: Danny Boy is an irish themed enemy of the Sentry and seems to 
be operating out of the Negative Zone. In the Negative Zone Danny 
Boy was a part of the General's army and attacked the Sentry and the 
Hulk alongside other allies.
The Sentry and the Hulk were able to fight the army off, until the Void 
came along and effectivly ended the fight by killing the General. 
Nothing has been heard of Danny Boy since then. 

====================================

CRANIO
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Catch Phrase: The Man with the Tri-Level Mind 
First Appearance: The Age of the Sentry #1 

Powers: Genius Level Intelligence, Master Engineer

Cranio is so smart, that he is always three steps ahead of his 
opponents. And sometimes they're three steps behind him. Literally. 
Cranio is almost never really there. Either it's just a robot copy of him 
on the battlefield, or a hologram. Even if it's the real him, he has force 
fields, which are powerful enough to slow down even the Sentry. 
Cranio has explored deep space and collected various aliens and 
artifacts, which he uses in his fights against the Sentry. Cranio is smart
enough to manipulate the genetic code and grant his minions 
additional abilities. 
He also wields a gun, that can lobotomize his victims and often flies 
around on various handy flight devices like hover boards and in UFO's. 

During one of his adventures, Cranio was on a moon, that was 
emitting radiation strong enough to kill humans, but Cranio was 
dealing with it just fine. Not only that, but he also didn't need a special
suit or even air to survive on the moon / in space, which indicates that
Cranio is either an android or something overall more powerful than a 
human.

Bio: Not much is known about Cranio other than his wish to begin a 
campaign of terror, whatever that means. But whatever it does mean, 
it sounds evil and is the reason why Sentry and him are enemies. In 
fact, he is one of Sentry's arch-enemies.

Cranio has directly and indirectly created some of Sentry's enemies 
like Ursus and Gorax.  He has also teamed up with the Void in order to 
siphon Sentry's power and re-direct it to himself in order to become 
more powerful. During one of these team up's the Void betrayed and 
killed Cranio. 
However with Cranio's track record of leaving robotic copies of himself 
behind, the real Cranio might have survived the backstab. 

IMPORTANT: The Age of the Sentry is non-canon, which means that 
nothing in that series affects the regular 616 Marvel universe.
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====================================

GORAX
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Catch Phrase: None
First Appearance: The Age of the Sentry #1

Powers: Super Strength, Durability, Regeneration, Life Force 
Siphoning

Gorax is capable of siphoning the life force of his opponents. He starts 
as a brain inside living gelatin, but once he starts siphoning life force, 
he also starts regenerating back. Organs and bones are being 
structured and he arguably becomes more powerful. 
He does not seem to have invulnerability, since the Sentry was capable
of punching Gorax' brain out of the living gelating and taking Gorax 
out that way. 

Bio: During one of Cranio's adventures in deep space he found, killed 
and cut open an alien. Like always he only kept the brain, which was 
then saved by the Sentry. Sentry gave the brain to the Professor, who 
wanted to test it on the living gelatin he created. The gelatin was 
taking on forms, after receiving thoughts coming from brain waves. 
Gorax' brain used the living gelatin to create a new body for himself, 
but he still had to siphon the life force of others to fully regenerate. He
drained Sentry's power and went after Cranio, but got stoped by the 
combined efforts of Sentry, Scout and Lindy. 

Sentry retrieved the brain, which was later on stolen by Cranio again, 
who disconnected the higher functions of the brain to turn off its 
independent thinking. He also multiplied its cells, so that the brain 
would grow big enough - to a size, where it could contain Sentry's 
siphoned power and essence.
During the fight between the Sentry and the Void Cranio's base started
burning and with it also Gorax' brain.

IMPORTANT: The Age of the Sentry is non-canon, which means that 
nothing in that series affects the regular 616 Marvel universe.
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====================================

URSUS
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Catch Phrase: The Ultra-Bear
First Appearance: The Age of the Sentry #2

Powers: Super Strength, Invulnerability, Flight, Radioactive Vision

Ursus is a genetically manipulated bear. She is physically strong 
enough to overpower the Sentry and she also has invulnerability, 
which prevents her from taking any noticeable damage. Weirdly 
enough she can also fly.
Thanks to the genetic code alteration Ursus also has eyebeams, which 
seem to emit some kind of a negative energy. Sentry described it as 
"radioactive vision", which was making the Sentress and him weaker. 

Bio: Cranio once came across a radioactive moon. The radiation was 
deadly for humans, but not for animals. It also had the interesting 
effect to make the animals overall very powerful. But Cranio could not 
control them, which is why he bought the circus bear Ursus. Ursus was
well trained and easily controlable.
He used the radiation on Ursus and changed her genetic code even 
further with additional tests. All the chemicals in Ursus' body needed a 
kick-start though. Cranio tricked the Sentry into attacking Ursus with a
solar blast, which then empowered Ursus. She instantly grew in size 
and became so powerful that she managed to get the better of the 
Sentry quickly.

Cranio didn't view Sentry as a threat anymore and went on to begin 
his campaign of terror. Sentry engaged Cranio and Ursus in yet 
another fight and lured Ursus to the south pole, where her original 
biology kicked back in. As a bear in the wild during winter Ursus' 
natural instincts were to lay down inside a cave and hibernate.

Cranio later on visited Ursus and cut her brain out in order to replace it
with Gorax' brain, which was in the lab of the Professor in order to 
trick him into believing that Gorax' brain was still in safety, while 
Cranio in fact was working on yet another evil plan. 
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IMPORTANT: The Age of the Sentry is non-canon, which means that 
nothing in that series affects the regular 616 Marvel universe.

====================================

SUPER-COLLIDER
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Catch Phrase: Russian Battering Ram
First Appearance: The Age of the Sentry #2

Powers: Super Strength, Invulnerability, Energy Absorption

The Super-Collider is powerful enough to easily deal with the Fantastic 
Four. He was tossing Human Torch and even the Thing around, who 
alongside Reed Richards stated that the Super-Collider was too strong 
and too dangerous.

Bio: The Super-Collider is a top-notch soviet physicist, who harnessed 
the secret of atomic power. He first started off causing chaos in Russia,
where he encountered the Sentry. 

Super-Collider was also seen in America. The Fantastic Four tried to 
stop him, but didn't stand a chance. The Sentry knew, that he couldn't 
lean back and enjoy the show, because of how dangerous the Super-
Collider actually was. Sentry intervened and overloaded the Super-
Collider with power and thus saving the Fantastic Four. 
S.H.I.E.L.D. then took the Super-Collider into custody. 

]IMPORTANT: The Age of the Sentry is non-canon, which means that 
nothing in that series affects the regular 616 Marvel universe.

====================================

DESTROYER DARKMASS
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Catch Phrase: None
First Appearance: The Age of the Sentry #6

Powers: Nigh-Omnipotence

The Destroyer Darkmass seems to be able to create and destroy the 
reality, but he doesn't seem to be able to override already established 
physics.

Bio: The Destroyer Darkmass is a powerful being, who tried re-writing 
the reality he resides in to change it into something different. He was 
able to destroy and create it, but never to get past the already 
established physics of that said reality. 

Sentry's sentient power was living in that reality and could not exist in 
that universe anymore, which is why it got forced out of that reality 
and got forced out of it, into a different universe, where it got captured
and used as a substance in the enhanced version of the super-soldier-
serum, which the Sentry later on drank. 

IMPORTANT: The Age of the Sentry is non-canon, which means that 
nothing in that series affects the regular 616 Marvel universe.

Sentry had few other enemies, but behind these there is even less 
context than behind his alleged Galactus fight.


